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Abstract

The massive spread of false information on so-
cial media has become a global risk especially
in a global pandemic situation like COVID-
19. False information detection has thus be-
come a surging research topic in recent months.
In recent years, supervised machine learning
models have been used to automatically iden-
tify false information in social media. How-
ever, most of these machine learning models
focus only on the language they were trained
on. Given the fact that social media platforms
are being used in different languages, manag-
ing machine learning models for each and ev-
ery language separately would be chaotic. In
this research, we experiment with multilingual
models to identify false information in social
media by using two recently released multilin-
gual false information detection datasets. We
show that multilingual models perform on par
with the monolingual models and sometimes
even better than the monolingual models to de-
tect false information in social media making
them more useful in real-world scenarios.

1 Introduction

By June 2021, the coronavirus(COVID-19) pan-
demic has affected 219 nations around the world
with 176 million total cases and 3.81 million deaths.
The nature of the virus caused many governments
to implement lockdown in their countries. As a
result, many people started spending more time at
home during the pandemic and started using so-
cial media more, providing an unexpected boost to
engagement on these platforms (Hettiarachchi and
Ranasinghe, 2020b).

As a drawback of these exponential growths, so-
cial media has become a conduit for spreading both
rumours and deliberate misinformation, and many
perpetrators are deploying sites such as Facebook,
Twitter, YouTube, and WhatsApp to create a sense
of panic and confusion. On the other hand, the

general public can not completely ignore the in-
formation seen in social media due to the fact that
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
the World Health Organisation (WHO), numerous
journals, government and other health care organi-
sations are regularly posting guidance across a host
of platforms. Therefore, rather than completely
disregarding information seeing in social media,
accurate identification of false information is cru-
cial (Nguyen et al., 2020).

Considering the high data generation in social
media, manual approaches to filter false informa-
tion require significant human efforts. Therefore
an automated technique to tackle this problem will
be invaluable to the community. In the light of this
many shared task has been organised to tackle the
false information detection in social media (Shaar
et al., 2021; Nakov et al., 2021a) leading to im-
plement various machine learning models which
can identify false information automatically (Uyan-
godage et al., 2021; Tziafas et al., 2021). How-
ever, most of these approaches build language-
specific models trained specifically on a particular
language. Given the fact that most of the social
media platforms are massively multilingual, main-
taining fake news identification models for each
language would not be feasible. One machine learn-
ing model that can work across many languages
would be invaluable to the community.

In this research, we explore multilingual mod-
els for false information detection. We experi-
ment with two recently created datasets that target
two different aspects in false information detection
which also covers 5 languages; Arabic, Bulgarian,
English, Spanish and Turkish. We show that mul-
tilingual models based on pretrained transformer
models perform on par with the language-specific
models trained for each language on both aspects
in false information detection making them more
feasible in real-world applications.
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2 Related Work

False Information Detection Identifying false
information in social media has been a major re-
search topic in recent years. According to liter-
ature, mainly, there are two types of methods for
false information detection as Social Context-based
methods and Content-based methods (Guo et al.,
2020). Social Context-based methods use different
properties in user profiles such as user’s credibil-
ity (Li et al., 2019) or stances (Mohammad et al.,
2017) while the Content-based methods use differ-
ent features in the content of posts such as certain
keywords, number of URLs and the length of tex-
tual content to detect false information. However,
due to ethical considerations, most of the social
media platforms do not allow to release datasets
with details which can be used to identify users of
the posts. Therefore Social Context-based methods
have not been popular in recent research as Content-
based methods. Due to the nature of datasets we
use for this research, we also focused on Content-
based methods.

Content-based methods mainly focus on differ-
ent features of post contents. For example, Castillo
et al. (2011) found that highly credible tweets have
more URLs and lengthy textual contents than low
credible tweets. Also, many studies utilise lexical
and syntactic components of the content as use-
ful features. For instance, Qazvinian et al. (2011)
found part of speech (POS) as a distinguishable
feature for false information detection. Similarly,
Kwon et al. (2013) found that some types of sen-
timents including positive words (e.g. love, nice,
sweet), negating words (e.g. no, not, never), cogni-
tive action words (e.g. cause, know) and inferring
action words (e.g. maybe, perhaps) as apparent
features for a periodic time-series model to identify
key linguistic differences between true and fake
tweets. With the recent popularity gained by em-
bedding and deep learning-based approaches in
natural language processing, there was a tendency
to use deep neural networks powered by content
embeddings to perform false information classifi-
cation too (Ma et al., 2016). Later, with the intro-
duction of transformers (Devlin et al., 2019; Con-
neau et al., 2020), there was a tendency to involve
large pretrained transformer models also (Uyan-
godage et al., 2021; Tziafas et al., 2021; Qarqaz
et al., 2021). However, all of these models were
trained specifically on a single language making
them less useful in real scenarios where we need to

process multilingual data.

Multilingual models Multilingual models allow
training a single model to perform a task on mul-
tiple languages. These types of models have been
used by many tasks such as offensive language
identification (Ranasinghe and Zampieri, 2020,
2021a,b) and machine translation (Nguyen and
Chiang, 2017; Aharoni et al., 2019). All of these
studies train one machine learning model on all
the languages which the training data is available
and show that the multilingual models perform on
par with or sometimes even better than monolin-
gual models. The recently released multilingual
transformer models that support more than 100
languages like BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), XLM-
RoBERTa (Conneau et al., 2020) have made multi-
lingual research easier. Even though these multilin-
gual models improve the feasibility of the research
to be applied on a real-world application, to the
best of our knowledge, no prior work has been
done for multilingual false information identifica-
tion focused by this paper.

3 Data

For this research, we used two recently released
datasets on false information identification. We
mainly considered two factors when selecting
datasets; the dataset should be annotated in multi-
ple languages and it should have been annotated
very recently.

The first dataset (NLP4IF) which was released
for NLP4IF shared task; Fighting the COVID-19
Infodemic is about predicting several binary prop-
erties of a tweet on COVID-19 such as whether it
is harmful, whether it contains a verifiable claim,
whether it may be of interest to the general public
and whether it appears to contain false information
(Shaar et al., 2021). The data has been released for
three languages; English, Arabic and Bulgarian1.
Seven labels were targeted by this dataset. The
first label was Verifiable Factual Claim: Does
the tweet contain a verifiable factual claim?. We
only considered this label for our research as this
is directly related to false information detection
and this label had the most annotated data out of
the seven labels. False information detection us-
ing this label can be considered as a binary text
classification task.

1The dataset can be downloaded from https://
gitlab.com/NLP4IF/nlp4if-2021

https://gitlab.com/NLP4IF/nlp4if-2021
https://gitlab.com/NLP4IF/nlp4if-2021
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The second dataset (CLEF2021) that we consid-
ered was released for CLEF2021 CheckThat-Lab
(Nakov et al., 2021a) Task 1: Check-Worthiness Es-
timation of the tweets (Nakov et al., 2021b). Given
a tweet, the participants need to predict whether it
is worth fact-checking. This task is directly related
to the first label of the NLP4IF dataset. However
contrast to the binary classification in the previ-
ous task, the models in this task need to predict
a continuous value between 0-1 that reflects the
worthiness to perform fact-checking. The dataset
has been annotated in five languages; Arabic, Bul-
garian, English, Spanish and Turkish (Nakov et al.,
2021b) promoting multilingual research.

4 Architecture

The main motivation for our architecture is the re-
cent success that the transformer models had in
various natural language processing tasks includ-
ing text classification (Ranasinghe and Zampieri,
2020, 2021a,b), word sense disambiguation (Het-
tiarachchi and Ranasinghe, 2020a, 2021), language
identification (Jauhiainen et al., 2021) etc. Apart
from providing strong results compared to RNN
based architectures (Ranasinghe et al., 2019), trans-
former models like BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) pro-
vide pretrained multilingual language models that
support more than 100 languages which will solve
the multilingual issues of these tasks (Ranasinghe
and Zampieri, 2020).

Transformer models take an input of a sequence
and output the representations of the sequence.
There can be one or two segments in a sequence
which are separated by a special token [SEP] (De-
vlin et al., 2019). In this approach we considered a
tweet as a sequence and no [SEP] token is used. An-
other special token [CLS] is used as the first token
of the sequence which contains a special classi-
fication embedding. For text classification tasks,
transformer models take the final hidden state h of
the [CLS] token as the representation of the whole
sequence (Sun et al., 2019). A simple softmax clas-
sifier is added to the top of the transformer model
to predict the probability of a class. For the text re-
gression tasks, a fully-connected layer is added on
top of the [CLS] token. The fully-connected layer
will have a single output neuron which predicts
the target. For both tasks, all the parameters of
the transformer model as well as W are fine-tuned
jointly by maximising the log-probability of the
gold truth.

5 Experimental Setup

We trained a transformer model for each dataset
mentioned in Section 3. Given the very unbal-
anced nature of the datasets, the transformer mod-
els tend to overfit and predict only the majority
class. Therefore, for each label, we took the num-
ber of instances in the training set for the minority
class and undersampled the majority class to have
the same number of instances as the minority class.

We then divided this undersampled dataset into
a training set and a validation set using the 0.8:0.2
split. We mainly fine-tuned the learning rate and
the number of epochs of the classification model
manually to obtain the best results for the valida-
tion set. We obtained 1e−5 as the best value for
the learning rate and 3 as the best value for the
number of epochs for both datasets. The other con-
figurations of the transformer model were set to a
constant value over all the experiments in order to
ensure consistency between them. We used a batch
size of 8, Adam optimiser and a linear learning rate
warm-up over 10% of the training data. The mod-
els were trained using only training data. We per-
formed early stopping if the evaluation loss did not
improve over 10 evaluation rounds. The implemen-
tation was done using HuggingFace transformer
implementation (Wolf et al., 2020). A summary
of hyperparameters and their values used to obtain
the reported results are mentioned in Table 1. The
optimised hyperparameters are marked with ‡ and
their optimal values are reported.

Parameter Value
learning rate‡ 1e−5

number of epochs‡ 3

adam epsilon 1e−8

warmup ration 0.1
warmup steps 0
max grad norm 1.0
max seq. length 120
gradient accumulation steps 1

Table 1: Hyperparameter specifications

For monolingual experiments, we trained
language-specific transformer models on that par-
ticular language only. As pretrained transformer
models, we used Arabert (Antoun et al., 2020) for
Arabic, bert-base-cased (Devlin et al., 2019) for En-
glish, BETO: Spanish BERT for Spanish (Cañete
et al., 2020) and BERTurk for Turkish. Unfortu-
nately for Bulgarian, we could not find a suitable
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pretrained transformer model. Therefore, for Bul-
garian, we used the bert-multilingual-cased (Devlin
et al., 2019) model.

For multilingual experiments, we first combined
data instances from all the languages of each task
which left us with two large multilingual false in-
formation identification datasets. Then we trained
the transformer models on that combined datasets.
As the multilingual pretrained transformer model,
we used the bert-multilingual-cased (Devlin et al.,
2019) model.

6 Results

In Table 2 we show the results we got for the test
set of the NLP4IF dataset. We used the same evalu-
ation metric as the organisers of the task; Macro F1
inorder to compare our approach with the baselines
and the best systems submitted.

Language Model Macro F1
Monolingual 0.852
Qarqaz et al. (2021) 0.843

Arabic Multilingual 0.802
Random Baseline 0.552
Ngram Baseline 0.510

Multilingual 0.956
Ngram Baseline 0.909

Bulgarian Shaar et al. (2021) 0.887
Monolingual 0.647
Random Baseline 0.594

Multilingual 0.842
Tziafas et al. (2021) 0.835

English Monolingual 0.819
Ngram Baseline 0.647
Random Baseline 0.552

Table 2: Results ordered by Macro F1 for Arabic,
Bulgarian and English languages in NLP4IF dataset.
Monolingual implies the results of the monolingual
models and Multilingual implies the results of the mul-
tilingual model for each language. Additionally, we re-
port Ngram and Random baselines, and best systems
submitted for the shared task.

As can be seen in the results, for the NLP4IF
dataset, multilingual models perform better than
the monolingual models and the best systems in
Bulgarian and English while performing on par in
Arabic. Please note that these best systems (Qarqaz
et al., 2021; Tziafas et al., 2021) have been trained
specifically on those language pairs using language
specific natural language processing pipelines, yet
the multilingual models outperform them in En-
glish and Bulgarian.

The results for CLEF2021 dataset is shown in
Table 3. For this dataset also we used the same
evaluation metric that the organisers used - Mean
Average Precision (MAP) (Nakov et al., 2021b) 2.

Language Model MAP
Best System 0.658

Arabic Multilingual 0.651
Monolingual 0.647
Ngram Baseline 0.428

Best System 0.737
Bulgarian Multilingual 0.711

Monolingual 0.700
Ngram Baseline 0.588

Best System 0.224
English Monolingual 0.196

Multilingual 0.188
Ngram Baseline 0.052

Best System 0.537
Spanish Multilingual 0.522

Monolingual 0.508
Ngram Baseline 0.450

Best System 0.581
Turkish Multilingual 0.565

Monolingual 0.555
Ngram Baseline 0.354

Table 3: Results ordered by Mean Average Precision
(MAP) for Arabic, Bulgarian, English, Spanish and
Turkish languages in CLEF2021 dataset. Monolingual
implies the results of the monolingual models and Mul-
tilingual implies the results of the multilingual model
for each language. Best system denotes the results of
the best system submitted to the language. Addition-
ally, we report the Ngram baseline.

As can be seen in the results multilingual mod-
els outperformed monolingual models in Arabic,
Bulgarian, Spanish and Turkish languages while
performing on par with English. Similar to the
results of the previous dataset, these multilingual
models are very competitive with the best systems
submitted to each of the languages.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we explored multilingual models
for false information identification using two re-
cently created datasets. In our experiments, we
observed that multilingual models built using pow-
erful pretrained multilingual transformers perform
on par or sometimes even better than the mono-
lingual models. These results are consistent with

2The results are extracted from https://gitlab.
com/checkthat_lab/clef2021-checkthat-lab

https://gitlab.com/checkthat_lab/clef2021-checkthat-lab
https://gitlab.com/checkthat_lab/clef2021-checkthat-lab
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both datasets and across five languages. Findings
in this paper would be valuable when building real-
world applications for false information identifica-
tion where maintaining separate machine learning
models for each language would be more expensive
and chaotic.

As future work, we would like to expand this
research into more transformer models and more
languages. We would like to experiment with how
the multilingual transformer models with the cross-
lingual concepts like XLM-RoBERTa would per-
form in multilingual false information identifica-
tion. Furthermore, we would explore zero-shot and
few-shot learning with multilingual models which
would be beneficial to low resource language where
the training data is scarce.
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